Dept of Plant and Environmental Sciences Vehicle Policy

Below is listed the vehicle rate for the Department of Agronomy and Horticulture. Vehicles can also be rented from PPD

Department vehicle rates:

*Rate Charge based on an 8 hour day*

15 passenger vans (2002 & 2004) $89.00 daily rate

Extended cab pickup (2002) $67.00 daily rate

4X4 pickup (2004) $67.00 daily rate

*6 passenger mini- van (2005) $67.00 daily rate

Mileage charge of $.44/mile will be charged for out-of-town vehicle use when mileage exceeds or is greater than daily rates

These rates excludes older department vehicles used by P.I.s

If you have any questions, please e-mail me at saverret@nmsu.edu or call at 646-4620.